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About This Game

Enjoy an amazing new TWIST in Tower Defense! You control the layout of the battlefield, and you decide the paths your
enemies follow! Build and place powerful turrets to attack invading enemies. Then rotate the battlefield to force foes down your

preferred path of destruction. Be careful though, there are always multiple routes to control!

Combine tactical planning with strategic tower upgrades to slow, divert and damage your enemies. Carefully choose the
placement and upgrade levels of your towers, as each turret possesses unique strengths and weaknesses. Simply swipe to change

the routes your enemies take, allowing each tower to cause maximum carnage!

Features

Control the terrain - twist and turn enemies route while your towers destroy them!

Nine tower types to construct and upgrade, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.

17 gruesome enemies with different abilities, ranging from the speedy Boardog to the gargantuan Ghost.

Six unique and beautifully designed dream worlds containing many epic levels to conquer.

Discover massive boss enemies, each with their own fearsome attacks and abilities.

Cast formidable spells to avoid defeat when the going gets really tough!
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Beautiful dreamlike graphics take you on a vividly imagined journey.

Improved visuals and gameplay changes for the PC version!
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DO NOT BUY THIS GAME, apparently the dev's "needed a break" and are now MIA.. to corny to slow. Awesome get it and
support the modders, im hoping the devs work this into a official patch!. This game is about 2% of the quality of Fifa\/PES
titles. It's also 2% of the price. Have at it.

LocoSoccer is a hilariously low-quality physics game. The enjoyment of it is in its simplicity and the stupidity that happens on
most plays. For a buck, you can't go wrong but if you're really careful with your money and feel a dollar isn't worth the risk,
look up the browser-based game Soccer Physics and give that a go as it's a much shorter version of the same concept. Where
that is a 1-minute game, LocoSoccer ups the ante with a full on 5 minutes of gameplay per match with a team of 5.

Contrary to some of the other reviews, you can switch players if you happen to read the controls (which are really like 4 buttons.
I literally play this one handed).. Pros -
- Great soundtracks.
- Easy controls.
- Great visuals.
- Replayability.
- Fun strategic challenges.
- Hard levels which make you have to get to know how the game works in order to win (even know the game is fairly straight
forward)
- Very small learning curve, you can pretty much jump straight in and have a lot of fun.
- Oh and the most important thing of all... CHEAP.

My cons lean mostly towards configuration and development issues, l'm sure once the game has had some more patches these
can be easily fixed.

Cons -
- Sometimes certain abilities wont work, eg replinishing your soliders ammo, half the time you will need to send him away from
his squad\/outside a bunker to heal or replenish ammo as the game has a hard time knowing what solider your're selecting when
in close quaters with other units and either will use the ability on the wrong soldier or just wont do anything at all until you select
the solider you want to use and send him away from other units so you can properly select him to use a ability etc.
- Sometimes enemys will shoot your soliders through walls\/rocks and your troops cant fire back.
- General diffuculty\/lack of consistency when controling large squads\/individal units to move long distances across the map.
(Will sometimes just unselect the units so you have to go back and move them small spaces at a time.)
- In it's current form the game only has 3 levels as far as l know which will take you a maximum of 30 minutes to 2hrs to
complete.

I could go on about very minor fixable problems but l dont see the point, this game is SO much fun and 100% worth the money.
Even if you can only get 1-2 hrs out of it in its current stage, (l hope developers will be adding more levels soon! :) ) it's totally
worth buying to support the developers and the general replayabilty of the game.

The game is cheap cheap cheap and is one of those games you can play for an hour or two then go play your primary game like
CSGO or pubg. Just one of those cheap mini games that is a tun of fun. l have a feeling a LOT more people will start hearing
about this game as it gets developed because even in it's early stages l can see it has a lot of potensial.
. This game is a CRAFTING game, and you can really enjoy and feel the story if you play the normal mode. I recommend to use
the the VN mode only when you want to unlock the other ending. But for firstplay, I would really prefer to play in the crafting
mode... Either way, i really love the story, jst like your other works. Good job winter wolves!. I really wanted to like this game,
but I'm partially colourblind, and there are far too many similar colours for me to be able to easily differentiate between them,
making the game essentially unplayable :-(. I like what I see, but I am unsure if this game is working properly. The Xbox
controller does not work, and, the Steam Link controller, nor keyboard work during the "Challenges" It says to press "K" and the
"X" button, and I do, but nothing is happening. It does not shoot, or do anything but flash when I press it. Not sure if this means
I have to come back to this level again to do the Challenge, but I find it odd to believe that this would be required to do nearly
the moment you start the game. Very sad this is happening, because this does look like a fun game. I just wish that "full
controller support" meant "full controller support"
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games fun af with friends. A quest gradually turning into crap. Puzzles are OK, but some actions are truly unobvious. one puzzle
(with the radio) is just broken. (you have to play a different tune than the key) The worst thing is that this "artistic" graphics
makes impossible to discern things. You just need to use your sixth sense to guess that you need to click that grey dot, one of
hundred on the screen, because it represents hatch while others represent stones.
Near the end of the quest you suddenly have to start playing realtime, shooting squares with precision and speed of Counter-
Strike Pro and without a single error. Gamers with disabilities - don't even try this game, you will be disappointed.
After that you get a bummer instead of ending. It is not scary or instructive - it is just stupid.
This is a very weak game.. I'm not sure how or why this exists but it exists. Luxor has always been towards the runty end of
casual, what with taking the least interesting bits from Breakout and Puzzloop and not even really trying to do anything vaguely
interesting with anything it does take from. It always, always felt like a bit of a "yeah, I want a marble blaster but totally not
Zuma honest guv" thing.

And yet here we are with a vector reimagining of the game, somewhere in the region of Dark Castle Software or Sokurah's
house styles and very, very pretty it is too. Yeah, I'm easy and I'm easily sold on things which glow. I can't say I actually
imagined for a second it'd be any good but it is good and I'm not sure I know how to parse that. Sure, it's easy. it's tremendously
easy and the difficulty curve is pretty much close to non existent but it's satisfying so that's OK, I think.

It is, still, Luxor at its heart. You have a bat that you move across the bottom of the screen to fire the appropriate coloured
marble at the marble snake thing that makes its way down the screen. But I dunno, whilst the formula remains the same, the
stark neon glow, the great sound effects, the classic arcade bonus rooms, it's like someone really took the time to try and make it
work as best they good and then make it pretty too.

I like it. I like it a lot and it surprised me. It's perhaps trying too hard to straddle the casual divide but who cares when you've got
neon exploding marbles all over the shop? Did I mention the bonus stages are great btw? The bonus stages are great.. Simple
fun.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/26X_W0X0MPQ

Well that was unexpectedly fun. I bought Void Rangers based on the other reviews comparing it to games like Borderlands and
Diablo but wasn't entirely convinced tbh. I'm happy to say I was pleasantly surprised and that those reviews are pretty accurate.

The game has a pleasing, bright, neon, sci fi look and feel and it works well though I'd like to see more enemy variety. I'm
hoping that will come in future levels but for now the silhouettes of the enemies all look very similar.

I'm not sure where the music came from but it ranges form calm and serene to some pretty high octane tracks perfect for
blowing up bots. I like that there's a track selector in the level.

The loadout\/inventory system, while a bit confusing at first is a nice feature. Not sure how much I'd use it but interesting non
the less. I also really liked the interface for managing items. It needs some polish but I like where it's headed.

On that same note, I liked the 'options room' even though there wasn't much in there. I'd like to see a SS slider and other
graphical settings added as well as maybe some refinement around the audio sliders. Why did they start off negative??

The gameplay. Yes, it's more wave shooter. It's not pointless wave shooter for the sole purpose of getting a high score. It's wave
shooter to get more loot!! Yes... I'm a loot \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I'm entirely suckered in by the loot mechanic.
I've yet to see just how varied the loot gets but I REALLY LIKE [extra emphasis] what I've seen so far. I'm not expecting
borderlands level of variety but so far it looks promising.

That's really a good way to sum up the game. Looks promising. That and unexpectedly a lot of fun. Loot goes a long way as a
motivator. Throw some story in here and this becomes one of my new favorites.

17.99 may be a bit pricy for the game if the remaining levels are as short as the first few but as of right now I'd say it's probably
worth it. Definitely if it ends up on sale.. Good game, good length, if you like this genre then worth a purchase. Tricky to find
all the hidden items but gave a reason to go back and complete a level for gold status.. You can have all the "generic shmup",
"pretty visuals, shallow gameplay", "imprecise controls" that you want, for my money (and I DID pay full price, gladly) this is a
great little game...there may not be a whole lot of depth in the story but I couldn't care less about that, at least there IS a bit of
story in it, rather than just shooting up some sh!t.
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I love the visuals, because I love the fact that you can SEE the time and effort, and care, that went into making everything. The
audio is great as it doesn't distract from the game itself, the music doesn't drown out the sound effects, nor does the reverse
happen, it's a great balance.

As for the controls being imprecise, grab a deck of cards guys, deal. Play it enough and you'll learn to cope, I have and I've only
played maybe 45 minutes at this point. That's not to say I'm very good at it, I've never been particularly good at shmups but I
like them well enough I guess, and this one I particularly enjoy.

Give it a decent chance and you'll most likely enjoy it as well!. Feels repetitive very quickly. First infest the whole world while
keeping low on severity of symptoms. Next, go all-in on lethality. This is not a strategy game nor a simulation game. In real life,
new strands of mutated virus will compete with existing strands. In this game, every new mutation instantly applies to all
existing viruses.

Cannot recommend.. Played the first version on my iPhone and got my whole family addicted to it. Great puzzle game series
and now with 2 on the PC I got excited and rightly so. So much better with great updates and additions. Really enjoyed playing
this one. And so did the family.. Dead game, bugged all the way. just wasted my money
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